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Ireland

Camp

Greetings from Ireland. This year our Autumn camp commenced on 1 November and finished on 5 November. We returned once again to Kippure Estate,
which is about 45 minutes from Dublin airport. It is an idyllic setting encompassed by woodlands, mountains and the river Liffey running through it. As we
have been going there many years, the staff know us well and really look after us. Despite it being in November this year, we were blessed with some lovely
autumnal weather! (You see it doesn't always rain here!).
We hired seven of the lovely holiday homes to accommodate about 48 saints from Ireland, England, Holland and Australia.
Our camp theme was Isaiah 61.1 "…To proclaim liberty to the captives." Throughout the week we heard really uplifting and inspiring talks, heart felt
testimonies, songs and witnessed some funny skits too. All testimonies, talks and items are available on www.revivalmeeting.org.
In between the meetings we had time for lots of fellowship; relaxing; exploring the woodlands and drives to the local village. During the camp, Margaret
received the Holy Spirit at the prayer line. It was quite audible too which is quite a miracle because for a long time she has suffered with problems with her
throat. Praise The Lord.
We also had another lovely moment after camp had finished. There were just 4 of the Irish Saints left, which included our sister Cecilia, who was waiting for
her husband Johnson to collect her. When Johnson arrived we invited him in for a chat, which led to talking about the Lord and, then led to praying with him
to receive the Holy Spirit. Praise The Lord he received it quite quickly and was so surprised. What a great way to end an incredible camp! We appreciate
everybody who travelled from near and afar. Everybody who came really participated in every aspect and it made for a happy camp indeed. We look forward
to our next Autumn camp, which we are happy to announce will be back to October! (Wed 24th October until Sun, 26th October 2018).

Coming Events:

Server News,
December 2017
Most of our camp
theme-songs are
available from our
server. There are over
200 of them available!
They include Mp3 sound
files, music sheets and lyrics'.
For login details, e-mail me at:
piet.visser@revivalfellowship.nl.
Have a good year end. Ps Piet Visser.

Newsletter Crew: Karen, Netty, Heleen and
local contributors.
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The Netherlands Winter Camp
25 December - 1 January
Enquiries: Paul van Wijnen
E-mail: paul.van.wijnen@revivalfellowship.nl
UK Winter Camp
25 December - 1 January
Enquiries: Ps Lee Finney
E-mail itsthefinneys@gmail.com
Hungary Winter Camp
25 December - 1 January
Enquiries: Ps Chris Kaye
E-mail: info@revival.hu
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Editorial: Preparing for war
There is a pattern in the disruption of the
western societies and influencing the
public opinion in the western nations.
There is nothing new here. The Old
Roman empire was built on the principle
of “divide and conquer”.
As we know, history keeps on repeating
itself and we should be able to recognize
today’s trends. We see the success
booked in dividing America, dividing the
EU, dividing the middle east countries
and dividing people within countries.
The tools to do this are better than ever.
Everybody is mere seconds away from
being influenced by, so called, social
media. Just yesterday there was some
news here in Holland about how some
well known news agencies copied and
repeated fake news originating from
Russia. Russia is preparing for war. The
people there are being prepared for this,
see the following pictures:

safely, all of them
dwelling without walls,
and having neither bars
nor gates,
So, there it is, are WE
ready spiritually?
It is getting closer every
day.

Here in Holland the civil defense stockpile
of iodine tablets has now been
distributed to the general population to
make a shorter reaction time possible in
case of a nuclear disaster.

Ps Piet Visser

Heard from the Platform
 We are all an instrument in a large




So, the present world situation has
been predicted by the prophets,
inspired by God Himself .
The prophet Ezekiel wrote:
Eze 38:1 And the word of the LORD
came unto me, saying,
2 Son of man, set thy face against Gog,
the land of Magog, the chief prince of
Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy
against him,
3 And say, Thus saith the Lord GOD;
Behold, I am against thee, O Gog, the
chief prince of Meshech and Tubal:
5 Persia, Ethiopia, and Libya with them;
all of them with shield and helmet:
6 Gomer, and all his bands; the house
of Togarmah of the north quarters,
and all his bands: and many people
with thee.
7 Be thou prepared, and prepare for
thyself, thou, and all thy company that
are assembled unto thee, and be thou
a guard unto them.
10 Thus saith the Lord GOD; It shall
also come to pass,
that at the same time
People practicing the use of gas masks shall things come into
thy mind, and thou
shalt think an evil
thought:
11 And thou shalt say,
I will go up to the land
of unwalled villages; I
will go to them that
are at rest, that dwell
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orchestra and together we play a
symphony
We don’t need to walk our walk alone
Liberty is a mind-set and perfect liberty is
when we no longer have anything to lose
in the world
When we get out of the light, our eyes
get used to the darkness, and then it
feels less dangerous; and that is
dangerous for our walks
If we afford ourselves too much freedom,
where is the responsibility?
The darker the world becomes, the
brighter we shine
Do we fill our lives with what God wants?
We shouldn’t just do things for God to
receive back from Him.
Life goes well when we allow God room
in our lives.
Are we selective in what we hear?
We must be a thanksgiving people
We exist to please God, not ourselves
Don’t cover up our mistakes, be humble
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Revival Across Europe
The Netherlands: nine people
were born again
England: six people were born
again
Hungary: two people were born
again

Richard, Dordrecht NL

Alinia, Dordrecht, NL

Wenda, Poole, UK

Leon, Poole, UK

Albina, Almere, NL

Hayford, Almere, NL

Carmen, Almere, NL

Lisa, Almere, NL
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Anoeshma, Rotterdam, NL

France: one person was born
again

Ludovic, France

Joyce, North London, UK

Elizabeth, Almere, NL

Frank, Almere, NL

Tyia, North London, UK
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The Revival Fellowship in:

Combined Prayer & Fast Meeting, Rotterdam
Rotterdam, NL
A sister shared how she was anxious about
attending a meeting at work. She prayed about
it and everything changed in her favour.
Another sister shared how she was too sick to
go to a house meeting. After praying and
leaving it to the Lord, the healing was there. At
that same house meeting another sister was
healed. Others had to make a stand that day to
family and bosses in order to be able to attend
the meeting. Praise the Lord, they were all
there and had a fabulous time together,
feasting on the word of God. We learnt to
listen, repent and forgive and how to pray for
others with a pure heart. We heard how we
sometimes go through fire, only to come out
purified.

Pr Steve gave a presentation on "Is the Catholic
Mary the same Mary of the bible?”
It was fascinating to hear the origins of Mary
worship and her titles, the similarities to pagan
goddesses and how the worship of her puts her
higher than God. There is just too much
evidence in the bible which proves they are not
the same. The simple truth of the biblical Mary
is that she was a humble woman who looked to
her Son for her own salvation. It was a really
informative presentation.
We welcomed the Cashfords home with their
stories from Liberia. Dan gave a presentation
on the growth of the church since he last
visited. It was great to see the pictures of our
brethren and hear the exciting news from the
rally.

Medway, UK
Greetings from the saints in Medway. This
month we have had one baptism. Our new
sister Sheila also received the Holy Spirit.
Many of us attended the Irish Camp and
returned refreshed and rejoicing.
This month we got together to look into the
book of Proverbs. We read and discussed
peoples personal favourites for varying reasons
like comfort, direction, correction and the love
of the wisdom in them. It was an uplifting and
encouraging evening.
We joined the Irish saints for a prayer and fast
where we heard four inspiring talks. Here is a
good point from each talk to think and pray
about: Whatever the situation, stay in the light,
not in our own imagination. How we treat each
other is important as it’s the way we treat the
Lord. Do we really trust in the presence of God
in our lives? Focussing on our problems is as
much of a distraction as the things in the world.

Poole, UK
Greetings to all our brethren from the
fellowship in Poole. The month of November
started well with Mike being born again and
we’re pleased to report that he has been
attending meetings and is thrilled to have the
Lord in his life. He also brought a colleague
(Leon) along to the meeting and he also
expressed a wish to be baptised. He was
baptised and received the Holy Spirit at our
prayer and fast just before we broke the fast.
The prayer and fast theme was “What should
we really be praying for?” We heard that we
should be praying for the things of the spirit
and not the things of the flesh.
We also had our usual assembly outreach in
Poole High Street, followed by a presentation
about the recapture of Jerusalem and the
return of Jesus. As a result of the outreach, we
had a visitor called Wenda to the Sunday
meeting who was born again. She was visiting

Bournemouth for the weekend and has now
returned home to Berkshire. A regular contact
has been arranged to encourage her and we will
visit her early next year.
We all enjoyed a dinner/movie night during the
last weekend and much popcorn and sweets
were eaten by all - we enjoyed great fellowship
too. It has been a great month with three people
born again and we praise and thank the Lord for
the growth in our corner of the vineyard. That’s
all from Poole for this month!
North London, UK
In November, we had two baptisms. One of
these was a result of the outreach for our hugely
enjoyable Mexican ‘Fiesta’ dinner night,
organised by the young people. The other
person was a cousin of one of our sisters, who
has been going to church for years, but jumped
at the chance to be baptised. She and her sister
were really impressed with the spiritual gifts. It is
good to remember and cherish how unique we
are as a worldwide fellowship in this (amongst
other) respects. The simple act of following the
Bible pattern is special to us and amazing to
many of our visitors.
We have had visitors at just about every meeting
this month. We continue to outreach and, of
course, share our personal testimony wherever
we go. We have all been watching world events
and also working towards our end of year
activity which is an outreach, prophecy display
and ‘performance’ of the ‘As Birds Flying’
prophecy regarding Jerusalem. Just like saints all
around the world we are using 9th December
2017 as a date to celebrate the wonderful
fulfilment of several prophecies pointing
towards the city’s deliverance exactly 100 years
ago. We’ll let you know what happens.

This month the annual Liberian rally took place in Johnsonville, which is situated just outside the capital of Monrovia. This was attended by several visitors
from overseas: Pr Sammy from Kenya, Sylvester from Ghana, Pr Bob and Dan & Alex from the UK and Jan Pieter and Karen from Holland. It was great to see
all the brothers and sisters mixing with one another.
We had meetings, teaching sessions, lots of fellowship, meals together and even a sports day. The sports day consisted of volleyball, a game of “kickball” for
the sisters, in which Alex partook, and a game of football for the brothers.
During the rally a number of people got baptised. A great testimony was the baptism of five men that travelled from Sierra Leone. They all have a Pentecostal
background, and some were pastors, but they all agreed things hadn’t been right in their lives and saw the need to be baptised properly. Their visit showed
real determination as their trip took them more than 30 hours and during the way their car got stuck in the mud which they had to dig out with their hands.
On top of that they didn’t have the correct paperwork to cross into Liberia, but through God’s intervention they could.
Everyone that was at the rally enjoyed it and it was great to see that the gospel is spreading to different corners of West Africa.
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The Revival Fellowship in:

Liverpool Fellowship
Liverpool, UK
Greetings from Liverpool. We continue to plough

the fields here which is resulting in observers
attending our events, but still await the full fruit
of conversions. In the meantime, we continue on
in the way we have been taught.
Here are a few thoughts that we enjoyed from
our combined P&F with Yorkshire.
1 Corinthians 9:19-23. Let’s ask ourselves what is
it going to take for our church to grow? The
Word of God never changes, but we need to be
adaptable, flexible and willing to go out of our
way to help save others.
Philippians 4:6-7. There needs to be a transition
between anxiety and peace. If not, we can get
stuck, but we need to overcome. So don’t get
focused on the problem, but in doing God’s work
as this is when faith comes alive!
Acts 1:8. It is wise to give God what is right. New
ground must be gained for Christ, as our
testimony shows that God is true and that He is
good. So hold nothing back and whatever
benefits others, do it.
Psalm 54:6. Freely here
means spontaneously.
This is something

performed by inclination and impulse, not
because of external stimulus or by force or
pressure. P&F is not a bartering chip, but like
everything else, is only as good as the heart we
do it with.
Switzerland
We started our month hearing a talk about
“Growing a garden”. We can compare our walk
with the Lord to growing a garden. To be able to
grow a garden we need to water the seeds and
take good care of them. If we neglect the

garden, nothing will
grow. This is the same
as our walk with the
Lord; if we don’t put
effort into our
relationship with Him it
won’t flourish, but
when we do, amazing
things will happen!
We also had a prayer
and fast and heard
great things about how God
strengthens us when we are weak and how He
has a hope and future prepared for us.
Jeremiah 29:11 For I know the thoughts that I
think toward you, saith the Lord, thoughts of
peace, and not of evil, to give you a future and a
hope.
We are very blessed to
have the hope and
security that God has a
plan for all of us!
On a Wednesday night
we had a man coming
into our hall as he had
received a pamphlet the
Jasmine
day before. Sadly he
didn’t stay long but he did read or hear
something that made him curious and he seems
to have lots of questions, so hopefully he’ll be
back soon!
God bless, TRF Switzerland
West London, UK
Greetings from West London. This month has
been quite busy with fellowship activities and we
had some new ones coming to the meetings. A
new brother from Barbados skyped into one of
our meetings. It was quite exciting for all and we
were able to introduce ourselves at the end of
the meeting. We pray for more to come.
We started off
the month with
a questions and
answers
evening. We
were set into
groups and had
to find
scriptures

West London Fellowship

relating to four different topics. It was a very
good evening where we all had the opportunity
to participate, share scriptures and consolidate
our knowledge of the Bible and sharpen our
sword when faced with challenging questions in
the world we live in today.
We also had a prayer and fast on fulfilling our
ministry. We heard good talks and had a good
prayer session before breaking up our fast
together.
We have also been using our bank of testimonies
and presentations. We have been able to hear
quite a few testimonies from our brothers and
sisters in Australia and to watch presentations
on perplexity in the world today, music and its
influence on us and healings.
Until next month.
France
Bonjour brothers and sisters! Wow, so much has
happened since the
last report. We have
had wonderful
fellowship with visiting
saints over the last
couple of months:
Anthony and Hayley
from Perth, Jacob &
Joséphine from
Holland, Cécile from
London and Ian from
Singapore. Thanks
everyone for coming,
and for those who
haven’t visited yet,
you are always
welcome! We were

During the weekend of November 11 -12, we held a European pastors and leaders meeting in
Almere. All the pastors and leaders from across Europe attended except Alain from France,
though he participated via a Skype link and Pastor Bob who was at the Liberian Rally.
On Friday evening we held dinner which was served up by the young ones from Almere. Thanks
for that guys.
During the meeting we discussed things like: future camps and rallies, some applications for
return to fellowship, the outreaches in Barbados, Africa, Suriname, the Caribbean islands and
Antwerp.
We also covered how to be better leaders, unity in approach, the individualism trap and the
dangers of just accepting things as being the same as we see things, when they are clearly not.
Any pastors or leaders who are interested in
some specific discussion docs can mail me for a
copy.
All in all, another great weekend where the
visiting pastors and leaders ministered to the
three Dutch assemblies on the Sunday following
the meeting.
Thanks to all for making the effort to come over
and work on the unity of the European work.
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The Revival Fellowship in:
blessed to have brother Ian with us for three
weekends - he was working in Toulouse and
made the (very long!) journey up each week to
fellowship for a few days.
During that time, our new brother Ludovic was
baptised. Ludovic was coming to meetings a few
years ago, but left to go to Pentecostal churches.
He got back in contact with Alain a month or so
ago, after he had been praying for the Lord to
show him the right church to go to. Although he
was already Spirit filled, he hadn’t been baptised
in a place that taught the clear Gospel. So at the
first Sunday meeting he came to this month, he
got baptised, and it has been a fresh start! We
have all noticed a great change in Ludovic
compared to before his baptism. He is really
rejoicing in what he’s got and can’t stop
witnessing to everybody!
We also had a prayer and fast for revival, and a
workshop on ‘basics of Christianity’. Although
nobody actually came to the workshop event,
the following day a couple - Jean-Pierre and
Evelyne - who had received one of the invitation
cards, came to the meeting. Evelyne had also
been praying for the Lord to show her the right
church to go to! They both had prayer for the
Holy Spirit, and Evelyne has now received,
speaking in tongues. Along with other people
who have been coming along to check out
meetings, and witnessing opportunities, it is an
exciting and busy time for us, doing the Lord’s
work.
Czech Republic
This month, Pastor Olda and Eva had a great
time visiting other Fellowships and came back
very inspired! They went to Holland for the
pastor's meeting and to Liverpool, and had many
testimonies to share afterwards.
The month
started with a
World Revival
Fellowship Report
- a presentation
about the exciting
revival, hall

openings, events, and testimonies in various
Fellowships worldwide. This included a special
focus on the Papua New Guinea rally in
September, where we even saw a video of a
man who had been healed after being blind for
40 years!
We had another great Prayer and Fast, and
heard these thoughts from the talks: Are we
ready to let go of ourselves, and let Christ
increase in us? Never bury the Lord's talents it's better to bury our own talents! Our natural
talents can't get us into the kingdom of God.
How long will we mourn for who has rejected
the Lord?
Lastly, we had a fun evening at the bowling
together - a mix of ages, races and abilities,
happy together.
Ireland
November has been a busy month. After camp
we were blessed to have some visiting saints:
Gary and Debbie Hansen from North London

came one weekend and also Ben
Dilks from North London came
another weekend. We really
appreciate the fellowship and
general support.
At the end of the month, we had a
prayer & fast with Medway, which
we all enjoyed, as always.
Till next month, take care.
Hungary
Greetings from Hungary where we
had two baptisms and two people
receive the Holy Ghost.
One brother had a problem with his back after
falling at school and could not lay down, turn
around or stand without pain. He prayed about it
and two days later was completely healed.
A sister would like to thank the Lord for
answering her own questions on more than one
occasion when preparing for Sunday school. It
showed her how much the Lord is personally
looking after her.
One sister was instantly healed from a cold after
she decided to trust the Lord over medicine and
another sister healed from headaches twice in a
few days by
prayer.
The month
started with a
children’s
theatre
production
where groups
of kids took
part in an interactive morning answering
questions from the bible in a game form where
the saints were up against the baddies. The
saints won the competition, but more
importantly
the word was
sent out to
lots of parents
that were
there to watch
their children
take part.

A video presentation of international healings
followed where we were shown the miracles
that were happening around the world.
We had a very well attended outreach near one
of the shopping centres and many people heard
the gospel.
We tried a new event of bible study where
groups were put together to answer questions
from the bible with guests invited to join. These
small groups then reported back to the whole
group and it was really great to see the
youngsters coming forward to share the
answers. A lot of fun and lots learned by all.
We held a celebration to celebrate the 25th
wedding anniversary of Pr Chris and Monika and
many guests were treated the word of God and a
look back at the happy couples 25 years together
with the Lord. Sziszy made the trip from Holland
to join us as well. The guests could see the unity
of the saints and even admitted to how they
could see the path the Lord had shown us was
better than the one they had chosen to follow.
The month was
finished with a
focus night on who
is the true Christian
which was really
interesting to all
those that
attended.
We look forward to
another great
month next month.

Testimony
I first spoke in tongues when I was 15. Even though I knew nothing about the
gospel, I knew it was something special. Years later I asked God what it was and
started asking questions to people with various religious backgrounds. I visited
different churches but they only made me feel restless or I would start to panic.
I wanted a reason for living and the answers to my questions. I got my answers
after prayer via a sister who spoke to me about the hope she had in her life. She
told me that I could have this as well by being born again. I didn't understand
much of what she was telling me but I went to a meeting, where we prayed for
the Holy Spirit and I recognised speaking in tongues. It was strange to see the sisters who were praying
for me be happy about something which I thought was evidence that I was crazy. I was then baptised
as I could see it was necessary. Now I pray in the Spirit and see things change through God. I started
changing and got healed from borderline personality disorder, depression, dependency on medication
and headaches. I have found inner peace which I never had before.
It has been great to tell others about God and see His power work in their lives. I recently lost my keys
which was a bit worrying. I prayed about it and they turned up where I know I hadn't left them. I am
happy with the life I now have and am proud of what God does in our lives. I now have a good future
which is something I didn't have before. Not only do I have a good future now, but a future with the
Lord when Christ returns.
Yvette, The Netherlands
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